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Deep Brand Equity 

During an interview at the Financial Times Luxury Summit in 
2015 Dr. Johann Rupert, Chairman of Richemont, explained 
the brand equity imperative saying: “our role is to protect the 
DNA and the brand equity, because if we can have desirability 
and brand equity then we can have pricing power.” 

https://bit.ly/2lKf6ec 

Mini article
YouTube’s new tools will help creators make money off of 
their content besides advertising. 

https://bit.ly/2tVx7tR 

Apps 

Bazaart 

Apple best of app store award-
winning app Bazaart will help users 
make edits, photo manipulations 
and collages with state-of-the-art 
creative tools, fast processing times, 
and user-friendliness. 

https://apple.co/2IySgiA 

Books 

The Square and the Tower 
by Niall Ferguson 

The 21st century has been hailed as 
the Age of Networks. However, in The 
Square and the Tower, Niall Ferguson 
argues that networks have always 
been with us, from the structure of 
the brain to the food chain, from the 
family tree to freemasonry. 

http://a.co/iZwemBY 
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Building a Market-Ready M&A 

There are crucial questions and risks that organizations face 
as they embark on an M&A journey. A plan for creating a 
market-ready brand that extends from pre-deal to post-
launch is provided in this new handbook that is a guide to 
becoming a brand that roadblocks and overcomes risks.  

https://t.co/sTz3f2JslO

Instagram to 
Rival YouTube? 

Instagram celebrates its one billion 
user mark with launch of YouTube 
rival IGTV. Instagram co-founder  
Kevin Systrom said in a statement 
on the Instagram blog: “Just like 
turning on the TV, IGTV starts playing 
as soon as you open the app. You 
don’t have to search to start 
watching content from people you 
already follow on Instagram and 
others you might like based on your 
interests.” 

https://bit.ly/2K9LF35 

Cannes Lions 

In this article one can view the list of 
all the Grand Prix winners from the 
2018 Cannes Lions International 
Festival of Creativity. There were 
both positive and negative reactions 
about the event itself. If one 
compares the 5-day videos with 
highlights of this year with those of 
previous years it seems there were 
more speakers who had substance 
and depth in their core messages 
and responses in the past.  

https://bit.ly/2lvYOFJ 

Versions 

How many versions of a product do consumers 
really want? Sarah C. Whitley, Remi Trudel and 
Didem Kurt attempt to find the answer to this 
question by conducting research on this specific 
matter. The best version, in many cases, is the 
tailor-made or personalized unique version but at 
the same time having too many versions can be 
the source of uncertainty and complexity in 
decision-making during a purchase. As the 
authors wrote: “Consumers’ perceptions of how 
many choices they prefer change depending on 
whether they intend to use an item for pleasure or 
to meet a functional need.” 

https://bit.ly/2yWMLea 
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